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A Taste of the Sea

Nutritional Superstars

Succulent and tender, Atlantic Canada oysters are a food experience you just can’t miss.

You don’t have to feel one bit of guilt for eating a food that tastes
this good. Sometimes called “nature’s multivitamin”, oysters are
loaded with vitamins and minerals and naturally healthy. In fact,
six oysters provide your full daily requirement of minerals.

One French poet compared eating oysters to “kissing the sea on
the lips.”
Unlike any other seafood, oysters literally taste like the sea.
Everything about them – their size, shape, flavour and food value is impacted by the minerals, salinity, nutrients and temperature of
the water where they live.

• Excellent source of protein

That means the oysters that come from the pure and rich waters of
Atlantic Canada are some of the best in the world.

• Excellent source of iron, a factor in red blood cell formation

Sometimes referred to as “fruits of the sea”, Atlantic Canada
oysters are known for their consistent high quality, freshness and
unique flavors that vary by the areas where they grow.

• Terrific sources of vitamin D, B12, magnesium, phosphorus
and manganese – which are all necessary to maintain overall health

• Low in calories and saturated fat
• Rich in heart-healthy omega-3 fatty acids and antioxidants
like vitamin E
• High in zinc, which is essential to a healthy immune system

This ocean delicacy is 100 per cent natural, nutritious and environmentally sustainable.

Nutritional Analysis

Harvested from the wild as well as cultivated by growers, these
oysters are fully traceable from ocean to plate - and contrary to
popular belief - available fresh year round.

per 100 g portion / 3.5 oz of raw oyster
Amount

Energy
Protein

Diners from around the globe seek out Atlantic Canada oysters –
and the memorable experience of eating them.

Fat
Calcium
Iron
Zinc

Carbohydrates

Atlantic Canadian oysters are:
Consistently high quality

A food experience you and your guests won’t forget

Fresh and nutritious
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1.6 g
44 mg

5.8 mg
37.9 mg
5.5 g

Atlantic Canadian oysters are:

A culinary ‘show-stopper’

A taste of the sea

59 cal
8.4 g

Known for their unique flavours that vary by region

Available fresh year round

A sought-after delicacy

Sustainably grown
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Atlantic Canada Oysters:
A Sustainable Resource
Atlantic Canada’s oyster industry is steeped in tradition and pride,
with the wild fishery dating back as far as the 1600s and cultivated oysters emerging in the early 1850s.
Today, Atlantic Canada oysters are both produced by farmers on
private leases and harvested by fishers on public beds.
The primary oyster species farmed in Atlantic Canada is the American oyster Crassostrea virginica – also known as the Atlantic,
Malpeque or Eastern oyster. Oysters are molluscs – members of
the bivalve family. The American oyster has a thick, rough, asymmetrical shell that protects the soft body inside. The shells are
made up of two valves joined by a hinge. Oysters can live up to
20 years and aside from a brief stint as free-moving larvae, they
spend most of their lives immobile in one location. Oysters are
protandric, meaning they are born male. Half of the population
converts to female after birth so the species can reproduce. If an
oyster colony - a bed - ends up lacking males, some females will
convert back to male to balance out the sexes.
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Harvested with Care

Always Fresh

Atlantic Canada oysters are found in the shallow bays and
estuaries along the coast, as temperatures in deeper ocean
waters are generally too cold for reproduction and growth. Shell
colour is a mixture of shades of grey, brown white or green.

Once harvested, farmers and fishers deliver the oysters to the
wharf to be taken by truck to nearby federally-inspected processing plants. Here, they are carefully washed, graded and individually inspected. They are hand packed fresh and shipped to markets
around the world.

Oysters are filter feeders and get their nourishment from plants
like plankton that are naturally found in the waters where they
grow. They cannot tolerate impure water; the abundance of
oysters in Atlantic Canada is the result of our clean waters that
are monitored to the highest international standards. Because
they are filter feeders, oysters naturally clean the waters where
they grow and help reduce greenhouse gases by removing carbon
dioxide from the ocean for shell formation.
Oysters spawn each spring; larvae begin to form a shell
after 24 hours and within a few weeks find a suitable surface to
cement themselves in the wild. Cultivated oysters get a little help
from farmers who use “spat collectors” to collect seed and then
grow them out using a variety of methods. Some are placed on
the ocean floor while others are put in suspended floating bags,
cages, trays, rafts or tables. Oysters held in suspension tend to
grow more rapidly because the water circulation increases the
availability of food. This method also produces a consistent shape
and gives the oysters lots of room to grow as they are sorted each
year into more bags. The oysters remain in the water for three to
five years until they reach full market size.

Atlantic Canada oysters are produced and processed according
to the standards set out by many third party certification bodies,
including Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency and the National Shellfish Sanitation Program. All Atlantic Canadian oyster processing facilities are
provincially licensed and federally registered and adhere to the
requirements of internationally recognized Quality Management
Program.
Oceanwise, Seafood Watch and Seafood Choice recommend
Atlantic Canada Oysters because they are sustainably harvested.

Both traditional fishers and farmers use tongs, rakes or small
dredges to harvest oysters from the ocean floor. The wild fishery
runs in the spring, early summer and fall while cultivated oysters
are harvested all-year-round. During the harsh winter months,
growers use chainsaws to cut the ice to harvest oysters.
Both traditional fishers and growers are licensed and regulated.
Minimum size restrictions apply to oysters. Undersized ones are
returned to the ocean. The wild fishery adheres to a multi-year integrated management plan and annual harvest plans. The number
of licensed harvesters is limited and regulations oversee the size
of tongs, designated harvesting areas and seasons.
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Fully Traceable
A tagging system tracks Atlantic Canada oysters through
the supply chain. The shipping tag which accompanies the
product carries the dealer’s name, address and certification
number, date and location of harvest, original shipper’s certificate
number, type and quantity of oysters.

Available Fresh Year Round
Atlantic Canada oysters are available year round. Years ago,
oysters were sold only in months with an “R” (the heat of summer caused rapid spoilage, keeping oysters off the menu). Nowadays, new systems of transportation, refrigeration, containers
and storage mean that you can be sure of finding our succulent
oyster anytime of the year.

Product Types
Oysters are categorized for the commercial market into four major
groups: Standard, Choice, Fancy and Commercial. The grade of the
oyster depends on the length and width of the shell, with larger
oysters being considered the most coveted.
Live oysters are packed in wooden or cardboard containers for
shipping. Oysters are offered in various sizes and categories to
suit individual markets.
Live & Fresh Market Oysters, 76 mm (3 in) or larger
Live & Fresh Cocktail Oysters, 65 mm (2.5 in) or larger
Oysters are packed between 12 and 100 oysters per unit or
can be processed to your specifications.
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Live Oysters
Storage
When your live oysters arrive, remove them from the box and
store them flat side up in a refrigerator with a temperature
between 34 to 39°F (1 to 4°C). Cover them with a wet cloth to
keep them from drying out.

DID YOU KNOW?
When the oyster’s shell is shut, it
forms an airtight, watertight seal
that’s very hard to pry open. This is
why it can, if stored in the optimum
conditions, have a shelf life of over
three months.

Oysters prefer airy conditions, so do not store in closed
containers or bags. Live oysters can be stored for up to three
weeks. Shucked oysters can be stored in the fridge for a week.
Do not rinse your oysters until you are ready to use them and
do not leave them in water or they will die.
You can freeze oysters but not in the shell. Shuck the
oysters first and cover with their own liquor, leaving ½ cm
of air space, seal and freeze at -18°C (0°F). You can freeze
them for two to three months. Do not re-freeze once they are
thawed.

DID YOU KNOW?
Oysters are said to have aphrodisiac
qualities. Some say this is due to the
excellent nutrient content of oysters especially zinc and vitamin E. Others
say the aphrodisiac qualities are due
to the dopamine content of oysters.
Dopamine is a vital element that
governs brain activity and influences
sexual desire. You choose!

Chef’s Tips
Look for oysters that have tightly closed, undamaged shells.
If the shells are “gaping” or opening slightly, they should close when tapped.
Shucked oysters should smell like the ocean and be with surrounded clear (not cloudy) liquid.
Shake the oyster and listen carefully. The oyster should fill the shell completely,
so avoid the oyster if you hear sloshing inside.
Weight is the best indicator of quality.
If the oyster makes a hollow sound when you tap it on the shell,
it has lost its liquor and should be avoided.
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Preparation
Brush your oysters under running water
just prior to using. Unless you are steaming your oysters in their shells, the first
step in preparation is shucking or opening
the oysters to access the meat.

DID YOU KNOW?
It takes 20 pounds of pull to open
a healthy 7.5 to 10 centimetre
American oyster.

How to
Shuck an Oyster
Shucking an oyster ideally requires an
oyster knife with a short, sharp, thick
blade.

STEP ONE
Hold the oyster deep side of
the shell down with the hinge
toward you. Secure the top
and bottom of the oyster on a
towel against a hard surface.

Wear a glove to protect your hand against
the knife and sharp edges of the shell.

STEP TWO
Insert the knife between
the shells near the hinge,
twisting the knife to separate
the halves.

STEP THREE
The oyster is attached to the
centre of its upper and lower
shells by a strong muscle.
With the knife, slide across the
top shell to sever the muscle
attached to the upper shell.

STEP FOUR
Lift off and discard
the upper shell.

STEP FIVE
Slide the knife under the oyster
and sever the lower muscle and
remove any grit or shell. Take
care not to spill the delicious
salty liquor in the shell. Partially
attached meat is messy to eat.
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Seasoning Raw Oysters

Cooking Methods

What’s best to add to raw oysters? Oysters have a lovely natural taste. Flavourings should add to that – not take away from
it. Suggestions: hot sauces, lemons and limes. Various types of
mignonettes can be served to enhance the flavor and become
a value add on.

STEAMED

Serving Raw Oysters
Raw oysters in the half shell should be served cold on a bed of
ice. They taste better served that way, and the cold helps keep
the texture firm and crisp. Avoid extreme cold, which will blunt
the flavour a bit. Warm oysters seem tired and flabby.
If you want to add some fun to your meal, serve raw oyster(s)
in a shot glass, with its liquor and whatever sauces and alcohols you like – and then “slam it”.

How Many Oysters Will
People Eat?
As a general rule, plan for six oysters per person as an hors
d’oeuvre. As a main course, allow a dozen per person.

Eating a Raw Oyster
Some people are nervous to eat a raw oyster in its shell. Best
advice? Proceed with confidence.
Grab the shell, raise it to your lips, tilt your head back, slurp
the oyster in, and give a few chews to release full flavor. Say
no to cocktail forks and just go for it!

Simply place clean oysters in a large pot with a few inches of simmering water; do not submerge the oysters as you want to avoid
boiling them. Serve steamed oysters with an oyster knife, lemon,
and a hot sauce.
PAN-FRIED
To pan fry, shuck the oysters, place the meats in a bowl, sauté
butter in a sauté pan, lightly dust the oyster with flour or crumbs
and fry until lightly golden on both sides.
GRILLED
Shuck the oyster, remove the top shell, loosen the muscle under
the oyster, add a dash of liquid such as wine or melted butter and
place directly on the grill for 4 to 5 minutes.
DEEP-FRIED
Shuck the oysters, place the meats in a bowl, lightly dust the oyster with flour or crumbs and fry until lightly golden on both sides.
Serve with hand cut fries or in a sandwich such as a po’boy.
STUFFED OYSTERS IN HALF SHELL
Shuck the oyster, remove the top shell, loosen the muscle under
the oyster, add bread crumbs seasoned with parmesan cheese and
herbs, broil until crumbs are golden brown.
SOUPS AND CHOWDERS
Add shucked raw oysters to any base such as chilled gazpacho.
For seafood stews, bisques, or chowders add the oyster and liquor
about 5 to 10 minutes before the final cooking time.

Care After Cooking
Cooked oysters should be consumed right away. Oysters and broth
left over from cooking can be frozen for future use.
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Herb and Honey
Mignonette

Recipes
Mediterranean Style
Baked Oysters
INGREDIENTS
• 16 large oysters shucked on the half shell
• 1 med tomato diced
• ¼ cup (50 mL) diced black olives
• 1 med shallot diced
• 6 sprigs of fresh cilantro chopped
• ½ tsp (2 mL) coarse sea salt
• ½ tsp (2 mL) cracked black pepper
• 2 tbsp (10 mL) olive oil
• ½ lime juice only
• 2 oz (57 g) feta cheese
FILLING
In a small bowl mix tomato, olives and shallots then incorporate
the cilantro, olive oil, lime juice sea salt and pepper. Mix well and
refrigerate.
Shuck the oysters and keep them on the half shell. Place on a
cookie sheet and bake in a pre-heated oven at 350°F (180°C) for
4 to 5 minutes, remove from oven and fill with the stuffing and
top with feta cheese.

Spicy Apple and
Shallot Mignonette
For fresh shucked oysters on the half shell..
Makes 2 cups and will keep for few weeks in the refrigerator.

Oysters Flynn
Don’t let the simplicity fool you. It’s delicious!
INGREDIENTS
• 1 dozen large oysters
• 1 sleeve (stack) dry saltines or soda crackers
• 1 tsp (5 mL) salt
• 1 tsp (5 mL) pepper
• 2 tbsp (30 mL) butter
METHOD
Shuck the oyster meats and set aside. Place the crackers in a zip
lock bag and use a rolling pin to make a very fine crumb. Place
the crumbs on a plate and add in the salt and pepper. Roll the
meats in the crumbs. Melt the butter in a large sauté pan then fry
the oysters until golden brown. Approximately 2 minutes on each
side. Serve as is or with a side of your favorite tartar sauce.

INGREDIENTS
• ½ cup (125 mL) cider vinegar
• ½ cup (125 mL) white wine
• ½ cup (125 mL) sugar
• ½ cup (125 mL) shallots finely diced
• ¼ cup (75 mL) diced honey crisp apple
• 1 tbsp. (15 mL) spicy pepper sauce
METHOD
In a jar add all the above ingredients and shake well then let rest
in the refrigerator for an hour till you start to see the shallots turn
pinkish.

For fresh shucked oysters on the half shell.
Makes 2 cups will keep for few weeks in the refrigerator
INGREDIENTS
• ½ cup (125 mL) rice wine vinegar
• ½ cup (125 mL) white wine
• ½ cup (125 mL) honey
• ½ cup (125 mL) shallots finely diced
• ¼ cup (75 mL) mixed herb parley, tarragon and chives
METHOD
In a jar add all the above ingredients and shake well then let rest
in the refrigerator for an hour.
Add a tsp to every oyster or serve on the side - this will enhance
the flavor of the oyster.
(Source: The Kilted Chef Alain Bossé)

Add a tsp to every oyster or serve on the side - this will enhance
the flavor of the oyster.
(Source: The Kilted Chef Alain Bossé)

(Source: The late Agnes Flynn)

Bring oven to broil and finish the oysters in the oven. Garnish with
cilantro.
(Source: The Kilted Chef Alain Bossé)
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Oyster Fricassée with
Spinach and Chive
& Caper Relish
CHIVE AND CAPER RELISH
• ¼ cup (60 mL) chopped capers
• 2 tbsp (30 mL) red onion, minced juice and zest of ½ lemon
• ¼ cup (60mL) chopped chives
• 2 tbsp (30 mL) chopped fresh deill
• 1 tbsp (15 mL) white balsamic vinegar
• salt and pepper
FRICASSÉE
• 2 tbsp (30 mL) unsalted butter
• 2 tbsp (30 mL) minced green onion
• 1 tsp (5 mL) minced garlic
• 12 oysters, shucked and liquor reserved
• ¼ cup (60 mL) vermouth
• ½ cup (125 mL) crème fraîche (or full fat sour cream)
• salt and pepper
• ½ cup (125 mL) chopped chives
• 12 slices baguette
SPINACH
• 2 cups (500 mL) baby spinach
• 1 tbsp (15 mL) vermouth
• salt and pepper

Oyster au Gratin
INGREDIENTS
• 36 oysters
• pinch pepper
• 1 tsp (5 mL) cooked bacon bits
• 1 tbsp (15 mL) diced red bell pepper
• 1 tbsp (15 mL) chopped green onion
• 3 mL fresh lemon juice
• 2.5 oz (75 mL) grated gruyère cheese
METHOD
Preheat oven broiler to 400°F (200°C).
Quickly brush oysters under cold running water.
Do not let soak.
Open oysters being careful not to lose the juices.
Set aside.
Cook bacon until crisp. Dry in paper towel and chop.
Season each oyster with a pinch of pepper, sprinkle
with the bacon, bell pepper, green onion and a few drops
of lemon juice.
Sprinkle with the grated cheese and broil until golden
brown.
(Source: Province of New Brunswick)

METHOD
For the relish, combine all the relish ingredients in a mediumsized bowl. Refrigerate for 2 to 3 days, until needed.
For the fricassée, in a skillet on medium heat place the butter,
green onion and garlic. Cook slightly until tender. Add the
oysters, sauté slightly and deglaze with the vermouth and
reserved oyster liquor. Add the crème fraîche, remove from
the heat and season to taste with salt and pepper. Add the
chopped chives, keep warm and reserve.
For the spinach, in a skillet on medium heat, add the spinach
and vermouth. Wilt the spinach slightly, then season to taste
with salt and pepper.
Serve the oysters on slices of fresh baguette, layered as
follows: slice of bread, layer of spinach, oyster and sauce,
topped with some relish.
(Source: Chef Jeff McCourt)
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HOW TO SHUCK AN OYSTER
Use an oyster knife with a short, sharp, thick blade. Wear a glove to
protect your hand.
1 Hold the oyster deep side of the shell down with the hinge
toward you. Secure the top and bottom of the oyster
on a towel against a hard surface.
2 Insert the knife between the shells
near the hinge, twisting the knife
to separate the halves.
3 The oyster is attached to the centre
of its upper and lower shells by a
strong muscle. Slide knife across the
top shell to sever the muscle attached
to the upper shell.

cooking methods
Steam
Deep-Fry

Pan-Fry

Grill

Stuffed in Half Shell

LIVE & FRESH

market oysters - 76 mm (3 in) or larger
cocktail oysters - 65 mm (2.5 in) or larger

5 Slide knife under the oyster and sever the lower muscle
and remove any grit or shell. Take care not to spill the
delicious salty liquor in the shell.

chef’s tips
Look for oysters that have tightly closed,
undamaged shells. If the shells are “gaping” or
opening slightly, they should close when tapped.
Shucked oysters should smell like the ocean
and be surrounded in clear liquid.
Shake the oyster and listen. The oyster should fill
the shell completely. Avoid it if you hear sloshing
inside or if it sounds hollow.
Do not freeze oysters in the shell. Shuck and cover
with their own liquor, seal and freeze. They will keep
for 2 to 3 months. Do not re-freeze once thawed.

www.atlanticcanadaexports.ca

STORAGE

4 Discard the upper shell.
Remove from box and store flat side up in a refrigerator
at a temperature between 34 to 39 °F (1 to 4 °C). Cover
with a wet cloth.
Do not store in closed containers or bags. Do not leave in
water. Live oysters can be stored for up to three weeks.
Shucked oysters can be stored in fridge for a week.
Do not rinse oysters until ready to use.

Seasoning Suggestions Flavourings should add to
the natural flavour – not take away from it. Try hot sauces,
lemons and limes and various mignonettes.

Available Year

Round
Sustainably grown
always fresh & nutritious
succulent

